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Are you a small business working in the electrical sector who feels that your voice isn’t heard when

decisions are being made in the industry that affect you? If you are, this could be the perfect

opportunity for you to get involved in a new venture by Trade Skills 4U (https://www.tradeskills4u.co.uk)

to get the voice of the small business heard. 



Trade Skills 4U are keen to hear from self employed electricians (1 man bands), companies with 2-5

employees, 5-10 employees and trainees and apprentices from these groups.



What is it?



The Small Employer Electrical Focus Group will be made up of approximately 10 people from small

businesses and trainees working in the electrical industry. The group will meet once a quarter to

represent the employees and employers of small businesses and self-employed workers in the sector. The

intention is to be able to voice opinions regarding what is needed to make the industry better by

training more people with the right skills to ensure they are competent.



The group will be guided by a director from Trade Skills 4U, and its intention is to listen to the

opinions of the group and gather information, which can be used to influence future decision making

around the electrical industry. This will ensure that future training and qualification changes represent

what the industry really needs.



Why is it needed?



It’s hard to believe that even though the electrical industry comprises of 90% of small businesses,

it’s the 10% of larger businesses that have the most influence when decisions are being made regarding

the skills needed for the industry, to ensure that the workers are competent. This seems to be unbalanced

when you consider that the majority of the larger firms don't actually do the work themselves as they use

sub-contractors to carry out an installation. 



Trade Skills 4U believe that the small businesses should have a bigger voice when decisions are made,

which is why they are interested in forming this Focus Group. The aim is to be in a position to voice its

opinions regarding training needs and reactions to specific industry related issues around qualification

content and regulatory changes, with the intention that the views of the group will be considered to help

influence the decision making and development needs of the sector.



What are the benefits?



By being part of this Focus Group Trade Skills 4U will give you the inside track regarding what’s

happening in the industry and will share with you up-to-date information about forthcoming changes to

regulations and qualifications.



Why Trade Skills 4U?
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As the UK’s leading electrical training company, Trade Skills 4U has been representing the interests of

the thousands of their customers for many years. They have been involved in the development of new

qualifications, writing of course books and even provided evidence to Government on behalf of their

customers. They already have close ties with accrediting bodies and industry bodies but they believe

their voice will be stronger with your help.



If this is something you are interested in please register your interest via the form on this page

(https://www.tradeskills4u.co.ukposts/focus-group)  or email elaine.hammond@tradeskills4u.co.uk.



Notes to editors:



Trade Skills 4 U



Trade Skills 4 u is the UK’s leader in Electrical Training Courses. The organisation offer a wide range

of electrical courses in the UK for new entrants, existing electricians and companies from state of the

art facilities based in Central London, Gatwick and Warrington. 



Trade Skills 4 U has already helped thousands of people gain the knowledge, expertise and qualifications

to develop and forge successful careers in the electrical and renewable energy industry. More people have

passed City & Guilds electrical courses with Trade Skills 4 U than any other UK provider. The level of

success is achieved through the continued investment in a superb learning environment and first class

teaching team who really understand the industry.
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